MISUSE OF CANTEEN SMART CARD

1. Canteen facility has been entitled to defence services personnel and defence civilians as a welfare measure. This facility can be availed through Canteen Smart Cards only.

2. Of late, complaints have been received from the environment wrt Canteen Smart Cards being used/ misused as proof of identity for various other facility/documentation purpose.

3. Cases have been found where in, Canteen Smart Cards have been used as identity proof on online sale portals. Further, individuals have duped/ have been duped by furnishing Canteen Smart Cards, as proof of identity, maligning the image of Armed Forces.

4. Canteen Smart Cards will be used only for gaining access to URCs. Canteen Smart Cards will not be used as identity proof for any other purpose.

5. This letter may please be disseminated to all URCs/ ZSWB and displayed on the notice boards.

6. For strict compliance.
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For information please.